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Horakc W. and K. Slobodzian. "Influence of, Instructional Structure and
Lace of ContrdfAchievement of FreServidiEletentary Science
Teachers" -',.16urnal'tof Research 213
222,'

Descriptors*Classropm Environment; ColleWScience; *Educational.
Regeatch; Higher Education;,:Instructional Systems; *Locus of
Control; *Preservice leacher Education; *Science Education;
Teaching Methods ,

'Expanded
4tittS

abstract and analysis prepared especially 'r I.S.E. by David
University of Georgia.

The- purpose
0

student aptitude

treatment (amount

instruction.

of this study was to, extend the knOwledie of how

(locus of control) may interact with instructional

of structure) to influence the outcomes of'that

IIAL4onabe

`Bases on aptituAe treatment studies, expected that the
specific kinds of psychological demands in an instructional treatment

tay'indeed interact to influence the student's achievement. 'Thus locus
-of cenfr6I which aistinguishs students along on internal- eternal
continuum .may' indeed be 'expected to influence their achievement when

the instructional method'. specifically relates to 'one's personal

involvetent In the ljeciqionS About what to do next in achieving

instructional.gdals/ The contrast irChigl-low structure of the instructional

procedure-reflected this latter 'concern.

Design and Pr=ocedure

a post-tesCo-
,

seniors were randotly assigned toltwo treatments,

y
,

COrl 1 groUp design,

had instruction hased on high teacher structure of

3 college juniors and

In one treatment, they

the class activities



which in the alternative treatment the students decided hoj and when to

accomplish the tasks. In addition to the locus, of control test,.outcome.

variables of Science content and process were developed and used

Findings

Two findings emerge n this study -- students in the teacher-structured

Classes did bettdr on science process outcomes regardless of locus of _-

control placement. However, the student-structured classes dldbetter /

on the content test if they verb .at the lower end of the locus of- control

scale (internals).

ABSTRACTO4'S _ IALYSIS

The contribution of this study to the aptitude X treatment interaction

studies is excellent, especially as locus of control influences these

interactions. The interaction --the authors found requires creative

understandinZ and use by,excellent teachers. To this extent the authors

were able to relate a psychological process to an instructional method..

,Howevel-, the study could be strengthened if the manipulated variable of,

the study (high or low structure) had been more expliCitly defined. It

may indeed be that the amount of structure in both groups was the same

but the source of that structure was quite different --a source from

teacher or student. .If indeed this is true, then finding an interaction

betweep7-d student's locus of control and the amount of control he/she

_had over instruction would seem logical. A second strengthening of the

study would have been to examine interactions of the student variable

locus of control, with scent behavior in both treatments, one of which

encourages studentcontrol or structure and the other that encourages

teaeher'controlof the'students, Knowing Joliet students do and relating

this behavior to'achlevement outcomes would have an evCh richer meaning.

4



Lazarowitz, Reuven and Jehuda Huppert. "Comparison of Grade Distribution.
Between Junior High Hchool.Biology_Sttidents Taught by the Individualized
Auto-Tutorial and the Frontal -Glasbroom-Laboratory Metheds."
School Science and Mathematics 82(2): 111-117, February, 1982.

Des-criptora=-,*Biology; *Educational Research; *Individualized
Instruction*Grade 9; Junior High Schools; Science Education;
*Science Instruction; Secondary Education; *Secondary School
Science

Expandpd abstract and analysis.prepared especially for I.S.E. by Eugene
D. Gennaro and Steven J. Rakow, University vf MinneSota.

Ii14!2,2!!

The study, carried out in Israel, seeks to determine, the instructional

value of an individualized auto-tutorial (IAT) approach compared to what
.

the authors call the frontal clasAroom e laboratory (FCL) method.

The experimenters predicted that the posttest achievement scores

of IAT students would occur more frequently in the higher range of the

measurement scale than those of the FCL students, and that their

distribution would product an'"abnormal" graph while the distribution

f FCL student scores would'.produce a "normal" one.

Rationale

The study is based on the work of - Postlethwait and associated auto-

tutorial research. The prediction ofresults was based on Bloom's theory
4

that mastery of learning can occur when sufficient time, self pacing, and

individualized learning methods are provided, to the student, and on

Novak's assertion that "Mastery learning programs, where students have

variable amounts of time to achieve success in learning a body of

subject matter, can provide cognitive dre motivation to all students."

Research Design and Procedure

Four intact classes were randomly assigned to the experimental and

control groups. Two classes (1450) were taught bylthe experimental

5



method (IAT) and two classes (N=34) were identified as control groups. .

Both groups had received previous biological instruction on "plants and

water" and "animals and their environment" in the seventh and 'eighth .

grades. The content studied during -the time of the experiment concerned

the 'cell." None for the students had received formal instruction on

the "cell" prior to theexpetiient.

The students were tested on three areas of learning associated with

the cell: general,knowledge.in biology, specific knowledge of biology

'identified' as being needed for learning about "cells"'and information

about the topic, "cell." T-test analyses of pretest scores on the

above three areas indicated there were no significant.differences between

the experimental and control groups

An IAT learning unit in 6io,logy -was_ developed for `ninth grade

students. The didactic material_ consisted of three sub-units concerning
the cell: membraneAncleus, and organelles. .A workbook was prekided

for each Of these aspects which was modified from material adapted from

the unity portion (Israeli adaptation) of-the BSCS Yellow Version. The

workbook included self-examination questions after each sub-unit studied.

Correct answers were provided so that students were able to get feedback

concerning their responses. The readings and the experiments were

designed sequentially. Each sub-unit was also accompanied by slides

and tapes. The slides depicted cell - structures and the tapes gave

instructions about the readings, directions for performing experiments,

and assistance in the integration of the different activities performed

in the unit.

Students were able to repeat learning activities at their individual

rates. The method of diagnostic self - testing and remedial instruction

used was that'described by Bloom (1968) and employed by Burrows and

Okey (1979). Students were administered the achievement testsiafter

they felt bontident of their mastery. of the material.

The control group studied the "cell" using the unity portion of the

Israeli adaptation of the BSCS Yellow Version. The teaching followed

the text and used an inquiry approach, progressing from one sub-unit to.

another. The achievement tests were administered at the end of the

three learning units.

The experimental groups were taught by a teacher who had training

6



in the individualized audio-tutorial method. 'Tha teacher of the'cOntrol

,gtdups had notraining7in thd A.T. method. Bath teachers were trained-
,

-in the '!BSCS method of-instruction" thud had the same number of years of -

experience in teaching BSCS material.

Findinga

The 'achievement tests used in this study consisted of 52 multiple,.

choide questions taken from:the Israeli adaptation of the BSCS Yellow

Versioni, 120 questions relating to the cell membrane, 20 to the:cell

nucleus, and 12 to cell organelles. In all three tests-, the experimental

group achieved at a level significantly-higher (13(.01) than the control

group.

On all three achievement tests, the range of scores was greater for'

the experimental group than for the control group. Using an arbitrary

indicator of mastery (70% of the test items), the results showed that

twice as manyiatudents'in the experimental group achieved this level.
77=-

The test scores from the ,experimental group, whe4 graphed, are positively

skewed while those from the control group are negatively skewed.

Interpretations

The researchers report that the=study demonstrates that the IAT

method was very affective in increasing. the achievement, and motivation

of kibbutzim Students. They suggest that the IAT method succeeded ih

increasing student motivation as indicated by the scores-on the test

The authors state 'that the findings of the study support Bloom's

assumption that the introduction of an.instructional-method, focusing

on student's,individual styles and rates of learning can make it''

possihle for 90% of students to :master the learning.

7
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A - - _

esults presented -by zarowitz and Huppert are _not. a-ti all_

surprisi when-,taken in light f -the research-on individualized

instruction -end: the audintUto

research supports the vaiud. of 't

resfiarch studies, Hinton (NSPI

dividualiied instruction and.au

to traditional_- techniques. of inst

al-arsproack to teaching. This body of

appro ches. In a 'review of -300

nal; May 1978) concluded -.that
'-

3.o_ tutoriaA instruction, when :compared.-

ction, promote increased performance.increased
- .Not only is performance increased as a result of individualized instruction,;

=

but theseincreases occur among a variety of students including low

verbal and low eptitude_students -as we _1 gifted students.
'Specifically_ focusing on mestery Ie sreearch shows that

retention of material a-cquired by mastery learning is better. This is

Iikely--due-t-o the faa-------that students arereriorted to work harder and
--_enjoyleat-ng more when- in a "ila-s-ter--y-lrning Settiu °then"iii a

traditional setting. Test anxiety arising from the frequent administration
of diagnostic tests d6es- not appear to be a problem - probably -because

tests may be repeated until the criterion level isxachieved. Additional

support for the investigators' results can be found in research focusing

on attitudinal outcomes as a result of individualized instruction.
4.

Student attitudes are favorable d remain fevorable several- years af

the end of instruction.

Thosesame results, however, appear to conflict with the authors'

assertion --that student motivation is improved_ by the TAT approach. Many
studieh have shown that one of the ynafor_ limitations of individualized

instruction is that the students lack the self discipline required to

successfully completa4_ndividudlized instruction. As Hinton reports,
though a majority of students complete the individualized classes in

which they are-enrolled, as many as two-thirds fall behind the expected

-schedule for_ completion of units during a- particular unit.' Thus,- the.

achievement results reported in the article are-well supported by the

body of literature related ,to individualized instruction. However, the
incraase -in motivation suggested by the authors appears to conflict

with.pre4aous -research indicating that students lack the self discipline

to effectively function-individually unless specific guidelines are
established.



._There: are yetal,:;Pciiht0Whith:::are not addressed which -woull he
useful for-__the-reader to know, -such as_ information about the length of

the: experiment and' &nails ofteaching. The author do-shy- they covered

a -cell unAti which was ap- Israeli adaptatidocif_hhe unity par tiqn of

Verdion -so that -it cappearg- an-- extensive allotment of time

was used. -_ It Would- be usaful to know, tob, how much ttlme was, spent- inT

the -various -modes of _ teaching_ in the classes taught by FCL methods:

,lecture /discussions, laboratory, _filling -in worksheets,. quizies,

othei*orda, a more °thorough description of both 'the control and

erimental 'treatments should be pro*idedffor the reader. It appearg
from the article that other than using the Israeli BRCS Yellow as1

updeli there wad- no Attempt to Ilse ioarAllel:teaching material._ -For
,

- instance, were the teachers' strategiesidehlicai_when the students were
doihg experiments in ,each treatment, except. that in -the control treatMent,
the teacher= and'-pos tlabhed -and in the experimental treatment2

_ -
'experimental data= Vas not shared?

Normally when- teaching -Using mastery- learning :strategie students

ate'siven the lopportunity to take' the achivement test and if they fail,
_

.,are.,able to retake this test. This is a normal part of mastery,learnIng.

Hence, it appears_ the_study_did not use._- mastery testing asA-diagnostic_ =

tool as is traditiondlly den-0, AoweVer,the:student6 'in the -experimental
' group were still able- to perform well in ,the final achievement. test

_withoyt this component, but it does:raise a questions:about whether the
experimental variabieS Was trtlya-.: "mastery" -approaCh,

It would .have been useful to have gad one teacher each an expert
group and..a control- group. The teaChers, although they 'both had had

,--,---ASCS-traiming*may have had other distinguishing teaching
characteristics..

The authors hay- "The three achievement ttsts used in this- study
=

consisted of 52 multiple choice questions taken from the-BSCS Yellow

Veksion '(Iiraeli -Version)."
- wopld have been interesting to know

whether- the items in the Israeli Vetsiow of the ASCS Yellow-tests are
similar to the items In the American -BSCS Yellow Version tests. The ASCS.
tests, whah they were first written, were 'meant to be norm- referenced.

testa rather_ than mastery tests and.shontain items very challenging for
10th 'graders, not to mention ninth graders. The test means for students

14



in. both treatments in the study are good.

Or do the auttiors mean tie gists contained mas tems based

on material in the BSCS Yellow Vers on (Israeli adaaUtion ) _- If the

contained mastery items. were the levels of questions at t

ledge and comprehension rebel using Bloom's taxonomic categories

or did- they use higher levels as wellthose associated with inquiry?
Since the authors claim gains in motivation by using IAT, it

-
important to identi fy the measures they used to identify the increased

level of motivation.



Edwards, -Clifford H. and Michael Surma. t!Tbe Relationship -Between Type
of Teacher Reinforcement and Student-tudent -InqnifY Behavior in''Sciefice."
Journal of -Research, in Science,Teachin- =-17(4),: 337 341; \1980

Descriptors--aidlogy; -*Inquiry;_ * Reinforcement = Science' Education;
*Science instruction SecAdax-y Education; lEecoridary Sthool
Science; *Teacher Beha _or; *Teaching Methods

ed- abstract and ana xis prepared especially for I.S.E. by deraid=

Texas Tech University-.

This study was designed _to determine whether the inquiry-behaviors

students in high school biolOgy clasdea'were influenced by 1) verbal

reinforcement and wiTniory,.2) reacher use -and: extension of student ideas,

and 3) the use of token rewards that could be used to purchase -a variety-

of privileges.

_

There is_ -ample evidence that _reinforcement Can be used to zincrease_

the frequency of a desired behavior. In science, asking questions, formulating

alternative explanations for certain phenomena, suggesting new experiments;

sharing ideas;_; and other aspects-of_ inquiry behavior are sees- as productive -and

desired behaviors.

..RoWe(1) found that verbal praise and mimicry (the parroting back of

student -verbal responses), which are used by 'many teachers habitually,

were-associated-with a decrease in the frequency of inquiry behavior in

science in elementax-y school children: However; the effect- df a variety of

potenr_reinforcers on student inquix-y had not been studied.

Research Design and Procedure

posttestonly design -was used as four intact sophomore biology

classes (Group 1, 2, 3, and 4); all with the same teacher, in a

laboratory high sPhool were the subjects. The groups Were viewed as

-equivelpnt on the criterion measure as almost no student inquiry behaviors

11



wereinoted,ln anyefrthe Classes1 Bch- class received a different tretnt

that required the teacher to uSe_specIfied-behaviors or methods.'One class,

delved vArbal_reinforaement -(praise)- atid-mindery as a- treatment. in-the
_ _

second class, student ifiqniry,responset were-used and explored. -$tddeht

inqUiry regpoUses in -the third class-were rainfOreed_wIth_tokens:that
.

could be-used to in_buy-certa privileges. The fourth class was the control

roue. The teacher avoided using any of the aforementiened reinforcers

in thib class.

Ari unidentified-number 6f class sessions were aUdiotaped-and
,

teacherand,studentiresponses coded for.ench three second interval. The

categories of behavior noted were,mdmicry, Verbal'reinforcemeht.!us

srudent:ideas,,student,inquiry responses, questions by the teacher,

structuring-andeonveying.:information, student response to a question:-by

the teacher, teacher.responses to--student inquiry, silence or confusion,

and controlling responses by the-teacher,, 7 .

Statistics analy is included F-test followed up by Scheff6

proCedure6 to determine-the significance of thediffetencesof meens
_

between the,control group-and the-Various treatments And betWeen treatmenta..-

Results

The frequency o verbal reinforcement and mimicry varied for each of

. the classes. In Group.l.verbal-reinfordement was used an average of 12.88-
.

'times and mimicry 54.94- times percclass_period. . The frequency of Verbal

reinforcement and mimicry per class perlod,was:3.91. 4.05, and 1.89 times

in Group--?, 3, and 4-respectively.
.

TheMean length of
t

_student responses-was smaller in Group 1-than in

the other three groups. Also, student responses exceeded three seconds

fewer times in Group '1,than in the other - groups.
.

Scheffe values indicated etatistical_differences at the .001 leVel
---

for treatment 1 versus-2, 1 Versus 3, and- 1-versus 4. Statistical

differences- at the .05.1evel 7-,re noted _for treatment 2 versus anc13.



Less inquiry -results; from the-Vee of rnirlie -ancLverbal-reinforcers

than from no reinfor6e6eutt use -of student .ideas intlassroom.

,interactionnn4 cpportunitieVto earn and use tekens can increase the:

frequency of_inqUiry

Yreacherskshould become-More aware of use of mimicry,- why

probably mare habitual-tbah.deliberate. Patterns_of:reinforcdment that

encourage inquiry. need to_be learned`-by teachers..

ABETFACTO

Thd design. of this .study `diminishes its, importance. First, it is

cultYto accept ;the- -assumption = that the groupS'Were7hothogerbug inasm
_

as scheduling.prodedures in schools seldom-are randoM and classes:-

develop different histories.- Even though the groups were the sake in-that

none 'were characterized:by inquiry behaviors prior to-thstreatments, this-

'could have been the result of the lark,of-opportunity'to engage in such

actiVity. Thd potential of each group to engage In inquiry-hehaviOrs

could vary if there were-group differences in_academic self-concept,

2attitudetoWard science and/or school, locus of control, levels of logical
. j

rea4oning, interaction patterns, and other 'factord that Influence student

responses..
1
The design of this research required the weber to alter his

behavior in each.ofthe four clasSes'to.Cerrespond to ths_appropriate__,_:

tree ent. The training needed to alter his previous teaching:style,
'

which had resulted very little studentImquirybehavioriVas not'_
-

specified. Also,-there was no indication whether the-teacher controlled,

tie length,of wait time, the number and; type of questions asked, the
.

distribution= of questions to students of different%aex or achievement

level, his nonverbal behavior, ,and.oth,r variables that needed to be-constant

across all four groups.

Apparentlyi the verbal reinforcers r d with Qroup J. were applied,

indiscriminately and ambiguously and not directed toward the desired
--

inquiry behaviors. How would inquiry behaviors be influenced,in -Group 2
,\

If tokens were' for ambiguous.behavior7 There is a possibility_ thar



Group 1 was dif a nt tharC.GrOnp_.? "aid 3 not °Ea
.. -- _in how the treatment =or reWards, were -used?

= -_- . -

e study concluded ta'at-, theuse o
Cars i'edutted in

us
leSsitiquitY than

conclusion _should not

_.

erpreted

orcemntiused.discrii y Without

ingu_iry behaviot.1 , '. _ t
. _ - _ - ------- __ -This studs e no new -conceptual or ihethodol

ream n hut` nico

om nu reinforceMent at a]1

_ndicate that verbal

cannot produce

The revie elaied larch Was meager'
gical_contributions.

E_ CES

Rowe, Mary Budd -Time and Rewards as Instructional-Variables,rTheiInfluenc on Language, Logic, and ',Fate Controli Part-
_ _ OneWait-TiMe. _Jtidrnal _of-_Research ite Science- Teach-in

11:81-94, -1974;4
.



Abraham, Michael. "A D escriptive Inatrument. for Use in Inve.Stigatine
Science Laboratories." journal of Research' in Science Teachln
19(2). 155-165 1982.

DescriptorsEvaluation Criteria;- *EvaluationMethods;
Methodology; *Science Carriculuth;- Scierte Education; *Science -

Insttuction;- Science Tests; *Test .,osstkiiction:

ended abstract and anilysis prepared especially- for I.S.E. by Francesen Arizona State University.

...
_.

'; Tfie author. states that the purpbse of -his paper to introducapr was e:

Sort .type instrument which was`, useful for obtain in descriptive
formation about tea ing methods and' curricultim materials used in the

science. laboratory. do this the--_atithor used the instrumftnt to obtain

descriptions of" laboratory settings . The, descriptions-were- then

used to operationally define three- laboratory foimats: 1) verification;
'2) guided inquiry, and Open/guided inqu and to identify specific

criteria for discriminating among them..

Rationale

The author began by briefly pointing out some of the strengths and

esses of' the existing methods of obtaining descriptive information

round for -Q-sorts. Some of 'the
and, used this -discussion as a bat.

methods-mentioned-were open ended observation, contdnt analysis, systematic_ .

observational instruments, and -questionnaires. Q-sort instruments were

presented as a goocimethod for obtaining descriptive information becauSd

the i formation -comes from- the learner and comparable descriptive\

categ ries can be develdped.

The author then 'described the Q-sort as a collection_ of iteias pr ed
on separate cards which =subjects can sort -accordin t a iterion. After
mentioning the historical controversy over Q and R Methodology and

appropriate analysis techniques the author went on

instrument ,he used; the Laborer ry Program Variable

to describe the

inventory (LPVI).



Th truinerit: contains
'V ,

-purposes, and 'outcome

during their lnhora

prior to this study", and

school through ecillege.-

2 statements cieser procedures, inter-at-tic:las;
which the s dents -lthaId been eirpdsed-

_

xperience. ,The insrivien.t__hall-been developed
bad helaci used th -science students from' high

ResearehDesign and Proce ure

The study consisted of administering the 1.11311 to students in twelVe

different laboratories over -seven semesters and analyzing their, responses.
_

The number of subjects in, each labointery group.varied -from 18 tb 476.
One of the twelye different laboratory groups, was= a college organic. -

chemistry laboratory and one was part an elementary science teaching
-* _--- fik,-

---methods,courae-----7 ining- ten,-labbratorie 847ere---prt---of -albellege-
-- -ifgeneral chemist course; eight, first-semester and two, second Semester.

..

'The ten general
.
eh bOratories "were- .,according to

1 .. .

format; four of the ten were identified 'as verification _laboratdries ;

s. guided inquiry and fou a -TOpeniguided inquiry. _
The three- typos of labora were described. The verification

laborafor; was characfrized as tradition 1 with -a stereotyped sequence-yp-

of events. First the necessary theoretic

was presented, followed by step-by-step instructions for collecting the

data. Then the-data were analyzed and -used to show that the concept

originally introduced was verified by the inforztation_colleeted. In
-

contrast; the.two inquiry format laboratories followed an exploration,

matheni *background

invention and discovery cycle whdre students were given no initial

background information but began by -collecting. data. They then- invented

A concept to explain these data and applied the concept in a new context
The main difference between the guided inquiry and the open/guided

inquiry formats was the -eXtent to which students were allowed to make
decisions about_ what. the -investigations should he and how tosscarry them

out In particular, the-Open/guided grdup.had more freedom in planning.

the- discovery phase wheke,pleir suggested concept was app=lied .in new

ered dUring the week of the laboratory



sessions.- The- students ware' instructed' to place the 25 cards 'into

groups with group I being the'statements that ware most descriptive o

their-Jaboratoty experience; grodp-IIfbeingthe._ttatements that wire the
--, -. -- f- - ,_,

__next most_descrikive_end so_one'_ - The -- students.- were_ told-. the itistrunierib= -

'67asto be uged'te...!deacribe the laborttor-y,-noe-evaluate.lit. To force..
. --

a'normal distrj-bntion, the number.of dards allowecifOr-each-group was
-__-

. 4 . , f_,
pre-specified (group 2 cardsigroupII-7 card6, gratin 111 = "- cards,

., . .

i..group IV = 6, cards;- stoup V -= 2:cards)=The rankd given-each statement

wetetreate&_awacoras. The'data4atbered-from a gioup'were combined

`by totaling the -ranks given;toead6iStatament by each subject and. by

re=ranking the 25 statements:to giVe'a groUp ranking.-

Several different analytes-were condueted, First,.Tearson_produet-

moment'corralatibn coefficients were calculated comparing- each -.group

with the-otherll-groups7. Nazt-the rankinga of the 25.statemepts

obtained from the Orgaele:chemiatryJaboratory4 the ma4k9ds class and
-

fromone group 'from, -each ,of the'three_formats-were listed and the top
=

,

and bottom third of The/statementnnompared. Third,: kive,discriminate

analyses were performed comparing an,exampla otav4rifIcation_laboratory

_with-an,exaMpla of.ran_opentguided_Anquiry-laboratory-anctrnomparing-TtheH)--

..organic ebemiatry labotatery and the methods class-with the verification
. . _

_'= laboratory=and.the,open/guidtd inquiry laboratory _ _

ittetdorrelations were higher among-laboratoriem that used'the
.

-

same formats.' the groups using -the yerifiCationformat ha(iinter-

dorreiation=doefficientsranging froM to,.96 in Spite-of differences

like.havingthe course,taught_in different'setestersot by different
. .

instructors or in different colleges, The-two guided inquiry laboratories

correlated .9 `and the-four:open/guided laboratories had intercotrelation

coefficients ranging, from .90.to .97. These-high correlations within

,formats'are- in contrast to the lower correlations among.groupnvith:

diiferent_fdrmats; verifidation with.open/guided resulted in coefficients

ranging7from .31 to .62, guided with open /guided .59 to .8, and,guided

'with verfica _ .78 to 90. These differences were examined in more



by considering the can ing s of the,25'Statements.

Students in all three formats felt that their 'rlaborato_rieaa e.mphasize&

ollowingstep -bystep -InstructIons' bat- the students in the open/guided

inquiry foriat felt that the.Statement "students are asked ttteSi _

their on experiments" was much_more-descriptiV-e of their laboratory

than did:the-guided 'inquiry or the verificatidh format students -while

the guided inquiry and verifadation.format Students-felt that the-

tement "the instruCtor-lectures to the whole class" was more.
. '

descriptive of their_ laboiatories than did,the open/guided inquiry

Students. _ guided inquiry.and. verification gtoupsdiffered in-three

ways. Theverification grOup felt that knowing.thegeneral outcome of-

an e ent- before doing it .and that the development of skills-and

echniques was..more descriptive of their laboratory than did the guided
/ -

nquiry:group. iT
4

he guided inquiry group felt that Using evidence-to:back'

VTZ=_ConclusionS.-,yes.mpre descriptive of-,their,laboratory:thantdidjhe

verification

Thle discriminant analysis between the verificetiOn and,the open/
'

guided-inquiry-gttOps selected 12 of 'the' 25 statehta...:The

ranking.statdment-mas ;student's are-asked to designgn their Own experiments

011owedby-"students::areallowe&to go-,tbeyondr-gular:laboratoty,

exerciseg'and,do:eXPerimentaontheir=owe and laboratory reports require

thatstudents:Useevidende to- back up their con Thesestatement'

supported the originalldescriptions of-thstwo ormats.
1

1

The comparisons of-the organic chemistry laboratory

guided inquiry and verification groups showed that although the organic-
-

laboratory had some unique elements _ was: more strongly related to the

with the open._

verification group. Both discriminant analyses produced significant

sets of statements distinguishing the organic group from'the

verification and the open guided inquiry group. The two sets had only

one statement in common.-

The methods'group had:some similaritres with both. the verification
1

and open/guided inqUiry groups, 'hut the methodscourse probably
.

constitutes a different format prototype. Both discriminant analyses

produced significant Sets of-distinguishing statements and the two sets

had-four statements in common.

,18



Tlie author suggested that-the-LPVI could be used in ealuation

efforts to provide operational definitions, to diagnostically suggest- -
modifications, to compare treatments, to-monitor:implementation--ef'

particular forMats anetO operationallY define:constructs such asrinqui-.--

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYST

I-agree With-thWiuthor that descriptive instruments can be

valuable inasSessing'_the impact of science education. Accurate

descriptions are a vital component:for effective evaluations of p

materials, or teachers and are useful in verifying the consistent and

accurate implementation of experimental treatments. Descriptions =are

particularly relevant now with the movement Cowards more qualitative

research and evaluation,

The technique and the LPVI in particular appear to be good

appioaches for obtaining descriptive information- The author amply

demonstrates the instrument's capability to'describe laboratory situations
and shows how these descriptions can be used as a basis for comparing

various types of laboratories. The results are quite interesting and

. give rise to.several questions, e.g. why was the gui ed inquiry group

so similar to the verification group? Why weren't the open/guided inquiry

laboratories seen as having more emphasiSon designing experiments? Why

was following step-by-step_instructions ranked so highly by the two

inquiry groups? These questions are really separate from the main thrust

of the article but become relevant because of the manner in which the

author chose to demonstrate the usefulness the-LPVI. Since they are

somewhat parenthetical, the-author does not discuss these results in

great detail. They would,-however, be good starting points for futur
research-

Since the author is advocating the use of the Q-sort_ echni ue,

ould have been beneficial if he had described some of its aerantage

/and limitations. Along this line, research comparing results from 0-

techniques with results from straight rankings or from a Likert scale

art



- -

appro ch would be interesting. The-Likert scale apprqach is more familiar,

Is eas to administer and the data obtained. are easily transferable to
.

cpomuter systems. _It appears that-the QLsort data a-would be much more
=

-
difficult its keep-track'of-because_semeone would ,have to record Which

statements were placed in each group for each subject. A discic n of

these practical plicatUons of using the-Q-sort would have provided-

valuable information for'potential users of the_LPVI.

e author .is not alWays careful in-the presentation of his results.careful

He falls into the trap of pmaking' evaluative 'statements about purely

descriptive information. The students selected statements they felt

were characteristics of the=ir laboratories and rhe-stateMente-thempelves
_ -

are generally value-=free. WHe author,- however, makes statements like;

"The verification laberatory,:group believes: that the development of
-1-

skills and-techniques is more-important than the guided inquiry group

does. One group believed the statements more accurately characterized

their experience, net that tWactivity deaCribed was "more:important"

%Other tesparchers.using:thejtrument will need tobe-carefulaHout

aseigningevaluativeinterpretAtions. This ia acomMen problem:that

shbuld always be considered
-
when providing descriptive information._

Evaluative statementa-should'belplearlyaben.as evaluative, andthe-
". .

statements actually describing alait tion'should be presented in .neutral



inches. - " "Cognit Preferences in AgrAgriculture of Middle7School
Students and Their Teachers." 'Euro can Jcinrnalof SCIence Education
L(): _327-338,__1979.

Desoriptors-*Agricul ure; *Coghltive Measurements. CognitiVe
Style*Educational I serest, *EdUestionaiRekearch;',Iunicit.-.
High:SthoOls) *Middle thoOls; Science -,Curriculitm:-SdienCe-
COurseel Science-Edhcatihn; SecondErty School-Teachers; Student
Interest-

-ndectabstract-andahalySIS pieparedespeciaily forTI.S.E;by,Charles
.

aPrice,'IndianState4UniversityvansVille.

_ .=

purpose of the study was o

1) Design and validate alcoeitive-preference test,in agriculture

-=-

Identifyithe-interrelatihnships among the.four

preference modes in agriculture.

Identify the:cognitive-Preference orientation of middle-school

students and their teachers as far as agriculture is concerned. .

CoMpare the cbgnitive=preferenee---orientation of students-of

the *-tnew"'with that. orstudents raditional'curricultp

cognitive-
.

in.-agriculture;

Study thexelatIonehip between the following _ndependent

variables and students' cognitive.preferencesinragriculture:

grade leVel, se,:father!s oacupatIOn and. father's country

of birth, type of schoOl,:and,ability

(6) Study the relationship between the cognitive prefermices Of

,agriculte teachers,and the following variables1-..teathing

experienCe-(less than-five years or more tan- five years),

-- curriculum (old ornew ),type of school (religious or

secular), and emphases 0,their classroom tests (principles

Versus applicationS).-



--
A new curriculim: in :culture was introduced in the middle school __

Israel n 1968;.---by -1974=more than-half of the at grades- 7 =I.n

and 8 were following- the program,_
,

The_ old program, still in use by the.
raining- students, had a heavy. emphasis on memorization was well as

garden -work, tattle coordination between practice theoretical

studies was attempted. The new program was characterized by (I) .learning

by inquiry, (2) development of positive attitudes, (3) problem solving,

and (4) learning of _principles and application inta-actual Settings.

Heath (1964) identified four ways by -which a person migh- relate to

scientific inform

(1)- Recall (R) of information without considerating its implications,

applications or limitations

(2) Principles (P): acceptance of information which exemplifies

fundamental principles or relationships.

Critical questioning (Q) of information as regards its

completeness, validity, and limitations.

(4) Application- '.--(A) : dealing:with the useful:wee '-andi:apPlirability
-.of information.

The-examination of students arid teachers In "old" and -finew"

agriculture programs and their cognitive preferenaes was

study.

the topic of th

Research Design and Procedure

Instrument Develo -men A 40-item cognitiVe-preference test based on
fciur-areas ---ef7subject_watter (farm animals`, plants, plant protection,

and`propagition) .foitnd in both -the old;-and new programs was developed.'
Rack-item consisted of a stem and four options, the options ieprepenting

---cognitive-Preference'`modee. Students:were asked to rank order the

options- from "most preferred" to "least preferred."

ltis were.,!;validated by a panel -of ten -teachers and five inspectors.,

Only Items which reached an agreement level of 90 percent by ten judges

.:were used in the final administration.. Alpha-Crdinbach ,reliabilities fo



students and achers on each cavil ive_Treferencevere measu

ranged from 0.72 to-0.92.-

Ad inistr ion._- Ircorder to-reduce administr- ion -=time _th test

was divided into two_forms each containing 20 items equallyrepresenting

subject natter areal. Each student was assigned at random to one form

only. The student samill.e consisted of 943, of which 55 percentTwere at

the 7th grade level and 45 percent at the 8th grade level. Of'the

sample, 56 .percent were males; 78 percent were in secular schools and

22 percent in religious-schools. Fifty7seven percent of the students in

the study were following the new program in agriculture.- Twenty-two of

the 30 teachers whose students participated in the study comprised the

teacher sample. The instrument was administered in a pdsttestnly

manner to participants ±n the- old -and new programs._
_

.Findings

enpraljinding was_that_teachers had=anuch.-,lower-pre

-recall (R) than_for'.the other three :nodes,- In threeoffour subject

students ranked Principles (P) highest .(most preferred), Questions (Q)

next, then Application nd Recall (R). In the animals subtest,

ranked highest. With and to intercorrelatiOnsi A was significantly

negatively correlated.with all three other modes while other intercorre-

lations were not significant. Factor analysis-with varimax_rotation

revealed-three relatively independent bipolar factors: R --A,

trl(10-4-A

Of demographic variables, females, were found to have generally

higher preferences for R and P4 while males preferred A and Q. :Children

whose fathera were workers had the higbest preference for R, while`

children of teachers and academics had lowest preference for R.

With an average'-alpha-Cronbach coefficient of 0.84 it was concluded

that the cognitive preference instrument was indeed reliable and adequate-.



The three bipolak scales (R4- A, F440A, and Q41.-PA) which emerged in

faCior analysis indiCated that Ariplication was a_ significant and distinct

entity in the study of agriculture. A_ high correlation between teachers

cognitive preferences as expressed and measured by instrument provided

evidence for the construct validity of cognitive preferences, The

-correlations between preference for

indicated a possible socio-economic aid cognitive preference relationship.

recall and father's occupation
4

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Where previous studies have examined the cognitive preferences of

students enrolled in inquiry-based science programs, this research

--conaidered the preferencei of students IA a-curriChlUM-wHICh-eiOided-

questioning, principles and application. Because the state curriculum

was in the transition from an "old" program which emphasized renall to

the "new" program, there were available for study groups of students in

either of these curricula.

Research Design

In terms of design, thestudy must'be conaidered:descriptive,

than experimental. The methodology by which schools were selected

transition to the new program4was not described. For thi- reason, groups

-- (new__ and old_programs) cannot_be,censidered equivalent. - --

Of:. demographic variables measured, little information was given-
\

oncerning comparisons between groups. -Group I=Q- scores were not

av- lable. Although'interpretations of fathers' occupationg to their

childrens' Copitive preferences.were-made, no inforMation relating.the

distribution of occupational levels to participation in new and old

programs was provided.

Ins enta

cogni preference test was developedi .0n the-basis of alpha



_

Cronbach-valUes-ancl -validation precessea, -the_ ins

appropriate-for the toPieandsaudience._.

Findi -s

An interesting finding is that teachers, regardless of emphasis of

rument appears

the program in which they Instructed, had a significantly lower preference
for H (recall) than-for other- modes. StUdents,-however,
allegiance to the program in. which they were enrollech Studenta:in the
neW.Programehowed a significantly lowerpreferente for recall than did,
their-counterparts in the:traditional curriculum. An examination of the- _

interrelation-ships of- eOgnittiTe preferences of teachers-and instructional__- _ _

materials upon_ the formation of preferences of children could be a
valuable contribution of Rnowledge-._

In the study, the occupations of participants' were diVided.
to five groups: (a) teacher or academic; (b) clerki (c) farmer; (d)

manager, Or (e) worker. Children of teachers: or-academics-exhibited

significantly lower preferences for recall than did children from-Other
ups. The finding leads to the speculation of a socio-econoMic

relationship between cognitive preference for recall and the father
occupation. Thei.nvestigator correctly points,out-that further studies-
are needed before any generalizations about the effects of home on
cognitive prederences could be made.

Heath, R.
.Education
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hayan,-Shlome and Duba-laakobi.._"Classroom earning Environment-of-
City-and Kibbutz BiologY:Classrooms in -EuropeanJournal,
Of.Science Education,- 3(3)i 321-28, 1981-

_Descriptors - -*Biology; -,Classrotim-EnvironMent;-Foreign
Countries, .Grade .144 High-SChoolStudena;\Learning;-Science
Course Improvement= Projects; SCience.Currieuinm;IScienee,
Education; *Science-lnstruction;-Secondary-Ed4Fation-
*Secondat-y School SciencelSociairDevelOOMenW,Sec
Bnvironment; *Social_Influences; Teaching Method

,

ended abstract- and analysis prepared especially for
C. Carter, H. Iii_Cho;-.S.--Cilbert, J. Heuschert, M.-L. }Iatyas and
S. B. Kahle;-Purdue University.

_ -

Purpo

This Lid ompares the social. cli,' e :of 10thgrade biology classes
- ,

in urban and kibbutz schools-in-Israel. \The expectation was_that-

-_students in kibbutzl,schools would haVe morepositive perceptions-of
- \

4 biology classroom social climate than would urban students and that

this difference.woul be traceable ;to. ppliey_differencesitm. the schools

tionale

the authims Mate that classroom-cliMate affects academic achieve-
2

menti-Affective adjustment, and learning interatts.. Hewever, the
.N

-literatnte-revieY06-was -datedt7.(-1967719,694-104-1977)-, and little

recent research on classroom social.nlimate-wabditensaid. The

researchers chase to compare urban and kibbutz schools because they

anticipated different social and-academic norms among these two school

types. !In Orban schools, the authors stated that peer competition ft

grades, performante on national college_entranceexats, '!teaching7.to

the-test," and presentation-recitation-teaching methods -would be:stressed,:
,while ther/e's litileo.oncern for teacher-student relationships Or for

student social, life and emotional health.- Kibbutz schools were described

'as emphasizing evalUatien Of achieVement by individualaffort, using



a wid

and d

e of ,achievament crite

emphasizing peer compe'titio

developing student

survey researCh, tliis field \study had s 21C2

h community type (kibbutz vs city) and sex as

independent variables designated sampling units were 20 10th

grade- biology =classes, tram` kibbutt` schools and 14 from 'urban _schools

in the greater Tl-Aviv. area., :-The. procedure-fdr _selecting the classes

was not _reported, except that all used BSC& Yellow Version texts.-
,-__Th4 _numb er.r-of ram:whicthe-cies-Sas -Were-chesen was-not

givemi:ner 'was= tbe number of, classes selected in each school.. The

samples f classes . (kibbutz and urban ); were matched on social

ethnic bachgrounas.

. Dependent-Variables were students' reported perceptions of theAlegrec

_ which- their class was characterized by cooperation, apathy, -satin

faction, cohesiveness; difficulty of materials studied,- cliquishness,

favoritism- and diserganization.- These-Variables,- hot ,operationallY

defined, were 'measured by an Israeli version of the. -Learning Environment

Inventory (LEI) (Itlberg -and Anderson, 1968).- Construct validity and

reliability were reported, with internal consistency alphas ranging from
q

, .52 to .80 (mean..65).

alysis 'variance (community' type X sex) was- performed for each

the nine scales of the LEI. ,Only the main, effect of,community-type.

was reported-Ther no significant difference between-schools on

the scales of Apa_ Disorganization. 'or. -the measures of positive

classroom relationships, s and(CO-operation =Cohesivenes, Satisfaction),

kibbutz students attained siguifiCanty higher scores than city.students



,..

p<.05, 001, and p<.001, respectivel Likewise -kibbutz students, .

- --- -

had sign fieantly lowei scores (p< 01, p 0 p<-001, and P<-05,

espectively)= for "measures ,ofjiegative _classroom -relationships

Competition; Cliqdishness; FaVoritism,- and Diffidulty).- feet,
_

of sex was reported.'. Only three- sex---x_hombunity .type interactions were

e ted; kibbutz girls -had -lower ores- for clasdroom measures of
_

Competition, FaVoritism, and Cliquishness.

2-1212m1-.2LS1.12m -

The authors state that the city and_ kibbutz schooli comprise

"different worlds"-in terms of social learning environmeys even though
they use the same biology curriculuM. They also state that urban schools

display-high divisiveness (term undefined), high cliquishness andlow
cohesiveness. Furtheimore, they reported that cliquishness and

favoritisq00ere correlated (r=.61).

The authors imply that_the_social activities program ilekibbutz

schools is responsible for the-more positive social-climate. They

state that an.inquiry-approach to high school science study "will not

necessarily alter the fundamentally competitive and,clique-riUden

character of the classroom/s social-climate" (p. 327).

According to the authors, the findings of the study cannot be

ributed to differences in school size, or to an urban-rural dichotomy.

Rather, the, findings can be attributed to differences in school-wide

social and academic policies. They conclude that schools can provide

.aL good social climate by Implementing policies for cultivating positive

relationships among teachers and pupils.

ABST_ CTORB/ ANALYSIS

Although this -study attempts to clarify important relationships-

between school types and student perception of classroom environment,



_nita are._ confounded- beCause tyre variables
adequately identified and Toperafional defined The _ ated_purpose

f this-research-Was to use the different eddcational policies of =

ina

urban- anct.--kibbutz schools as independent variables. - The variable,

community type, however, 'is actually composed of many subcomponents

including school policy differences. It can reasonably .be\assumed_ that

there is a -difference- betWeen' kibbutz schools 'and, urban schools-

Israel. These two locales have a, different set of- :environmental

ertces and pay attract different kinds of people.. Therefore; the
-

question remains': which of the subcomponents accounts for the:--results

of this study.=-

the 20 classes p ating in he atudy-,,-six were from kibbutz

--scheals andfourteen---were-from-urban-schools, However, the number of

high schools of each typewas never specified.- There are differences

among high schools any country, both in climate and morale; therefore;

the variable of -school must not be overlooked when comparing effects_Of
.1*

school policy. The authors should specify the methods -of -sampling and

thn location of the schools as :well "as other pertinent demographic data

f the schools. -.Furthermore, the unit of analysis should Be consistent

throughout the study. For instance, 'the authors began by reporting the

-number of claSses to be used in-the study -(im_plying that these were

the units of analysis), theh used individual students as -the -suhjects

for their data analysis, and finally based their con lusions 'on-a compar-

ison'of kibbutz and urban schools. This inconsistency_ both confuses and_-_

weakens the investigation.

The- authors conclude that "schools -can promote a .poSitive social

climate if the school as a'social system implements school-y_bie policies

for cultivating positive relationships among teachers and pupils"

(p. 328).. .However, they do not provide evidence to indicate that such

policies exist in the schools in the study, nor can an ex-post-facto

study substantiate causality.

The conclusions about the effect of BSCS materials. n classroom

climate also must be questioned. since= SCS Yellow Version was used in

all of the classrooms studied, the authors stated that the use of this

34



ill not neeessarllY alier the funcdfundamentally -clique-=ridden
-

characte f- this_ -classroom social " (p.. 327)'. Without proper-social
control .:finding may he_spurious. __A major_weakness of

. .

.

is .--the fail e _ to adeiluately describe the methodology used arid clearly

state the hypotheses proposed. The unsupported conclusions-About BSCS

Yellow Version and school pol-icy effect as well'as a' general lack of

operational definitions of, terms and variables create uncertainty about

the,study"s validity. Future research shOUld define the to and

problem
,,..

variables being researched and use concise problem statements and
.

hypotheses as guidelines.



_IcUlties-Experienced-by---High-School=Studenta-Whenl'-
Learning Redit:Mendelian-Genetics."

Deseriptors7-*Biology; *Gehatics;=*Grade-9; *Knowledge LeVel;
*ProblemSelving;-,Science:Edutation; Scieneejnstruction;
`Secondary EdUcation; *Secondary School Science

-Expanded abstract and analysis prepared_espetially for I.S.E. by
=

-,Linde R. DeTure, Rollins College.

The purpose of hisstudy:was to- examine- the elationship_

knoWledge te::problem solving 'strategies thht ninti-grade,:biology

students used to solvebasicMendelian genetics problem. Stewart uses

a small
-6

sample, case study approech:eo:report tie elinitial phase'bf a,

broader research project.

The aim of this research is to provide information and data that

will be helpful in establishing a general theory of problem solving.

For much of the early research li tle prerequisite knowled wge et required

to solve the-problems. Subjects were not required "to integrate-a

conceptual-understanding-with the-process,of seeking solutions to the

problem. Recent resigp4h haa been examining meaningful preblem aelving

in which students explain each step-carried out in terms of its concep-

tual reference., The research methods utillied.are similar to thOse

of'the information. processing psychologists.

Mendelian genetics was chosen es -the content topic because it was
rated as being both important and difficult to-understand by classtooM

teachers Ina preliminary study, Finley, dt.al. had teachers rank:.

50 content categories. In terms ofimportance, seven of he.top

teen were related-to genetics. Four of the items; mitesislmeiosis,

Mendellan'genetice chromosome theory of heredity and gene concept,



were also rated the top ten for difficulty. For meaningful problem

solving ,,n genetics,-. an understanding of each of these is_importaut.-`n

= Stewart ,questioned the assumption thatl.sUceessfUl problem solVers -had

a-basic understanding of the underlying principles of meiosis, segrega-

t
- 7 - -

ion and independent assortment._

Research Des d Procedures

This study is exaMple -of research utilizing a case study approach.

The techniques for collecting and analyzing data are- typical of this

type research. Students were interviewed and invited to think aloud

while-solving-problems.--Audib--tapes:-were=transcribed-and any-written

notes the students used while solving the problems were collected.

Because of -the time-required for analysis, a- small sample of fourteen

ninthgrade biology students was selected to solim three types of

gehetics problems. Monohybrid with genotypes presented, monohybrid

with genotype embedded -and-dihybridcross made up the 100 problem.

sample. The Subjects had a success rate of greater than 90%. Since

all students had received instruction in-Akroblem solving, this rate /

.

was not unexpected. However, teachers expect more than simple success.

For a meaningful performance, students should be able to describe,

explain and predict using interrelated genetics concepts, why each step

was done, and., -why a different way might or might not be correct. The

distinction between rate and meaningful performance was a focus- for

the analysis and consequent findins.

All fourteen students based at least part of their solutions

knowledge of Mendelian genetics, but many expressed only .partial

conceptualization and/or misconceptions. -Due to the qualitative nature

of the study, the. faulty ideas can be traced directly to the student's

statements.



most notable deterrent -to :finding meaningful solutionsto

problems was, a weak Understanding of the relAtionship between meiot

division andmono and dihybrid-crosses. .Although studen ts could

correctly Solve the problems using mathematicaralgorithMs, many: ;c

not explain the process as related -,to chtemosomal-segregatienian

assortment. Moreover; given:incorrect or'imppssible-stnetiP'combina.-.L

ions, they could-not 'explain why they-were faulty. .'Seme students were
_ -

.able to verbalize an 'operational-understanding. the process, but

could-,not- attach -the-appropriate:concept labels.
.

.

Students who employed algebraic=techniques rathet-Ihan the

Puhnett Squae Method were even, more confused about how the principles

offerXillzhtion and meiotic division 'related to Solutions,

could _ coriectly solve,,the_problemS An-a-ro t -buti-non-meaningful-

fashion..

Interestingly the difficulty did not eem to stem from a lack,
,

of undetstanding"of individual conceptS. flow the concepts reihted to one

Anothet in a coherent whole was the-greatest hindrAnce to.meaningful
trki

_

understanding.---During instruction,- these relationships were implied

but not-explicitly established which apparently led tp;partial
.

-Conceptions-and misconcep.tions.

ILILaPIRELLa

Based on the problems identified in thdinterviews, five conclusions

and/or suggest ons for instruction were made.

I studentstudents will be able to solve monehybrid crosses

willsoina non-meant qgful way.

Altho gh students may be'able to solve monohybrid crosses in

l'utsnme

a mda iniful way, this does tot necessarily gentralike to

dihybrid-crosses especially when 'using the algebraic method.

The difficulty is not related to an ability to use combina-

torial reasoning, but in- a lack of adequate knowledge of



-

Students may-4erationally nude i_and-,the proses

appropriate-termsfor itv

Although Students could adequately define individual concepts,

the relationshipthey did nothave a good understandin

among concepts. -

ExTliCitint ructionin the relationship of-concepts,stioald_be a

primary objeCtive-of gene-tie instruction./

ABSTRACTOWS ANALYSIS..

---'T=A-major-concern-in-stienteedUration-is the weak association
_

between research andpractiee-inscience'teaching

Three fetters that have-contributed:to thatjiroblemHare addressed by

-this study.---Ohe concern-it-that teachers- view research as having

lack
[

of;relevance to theit'daily'coneerns..,Secondly the style of

cOmmunicating 'the results is too technical and, therefore, ineffective.

-rlastlY, the usual methods of dissemination of results via research

journals reach few classroom teachers. StewartovercOMes=ali three

probleMs especially well.; The general area of study,-problem solving;

is a widely recognised concern of teachers. . The content, Mendelian
.

genetics, was specifically selected because it was identified by
,

_:_diaseroom teachers_as:being:--impprtant.-=-The-etudy-isa-good---model

practical,\relevant:research.',-The CatestuAYappro4h:and writing-

style -is easilyunderstood bythenonresearch oriented'person.-

Finally,'the publication journal is targeted to the practitioner.
1-

:While it is.apparent that the.Study'was written to and-for_the teacher,

thespotentiel also:exists-for:the research to Make:significant-a.f

conceptual Contribution.tothe underStanding of.hOw-ChildrensOlve;'

problems.-

ConceptuallY the study fits in he body of research pertaining

problem.solving and less directly to research concerning the Inter-.

disCiplinarY dimension of math and hcience. In this Case,the subjects



are able. to carry out the mathematical . =functions but have difficulty'
- _

-relating _-those bkck "-the scientific foundations nce his is- the

reverse of what is usually expected a .second--set- of r-esea ,Ch questions

can be quickly-generated.

The_ study is an example of descriptive research .which informs.-__.

tion is sought -concerning-the-state of the ,phenomena

in a-content area. , aim. of case study research

. e. problem sol-Ving
to-daamine a-

single case or-imallsamplein depth in an atte t to discover all the

variables associated with the -problem (Af3r et al.). Stewart is faithful

to that air and is able- to identify some significant problems associated

with solving Mendelian genetic prbblems.. As.a. result, he makes

several useful suggestion Or; instruCtion_tafthe_claseroom--;teacher...__
-.

`HoWever, the strength of ;ease, study research, -the indepth analysis

of a -few samples, may also be its greatest weakness. Generalizing

from the research,sample to a -target pop-illation is always a concern
_

even with experimentallarge sampl-e erimental studies. With case studies, in

which It is not feasible to establish controls,- it- bedomes an 'even

greater concern. For example in this study, the researcher is atteMpt-
ing to gain knowledge about students' -problem solving strategies. --

et, not clear whither students encounter =difficulties because

of poor problem strategies or inadequate instruction. - In fact e

evidence suggests' that problems are auk to instruction weakness. The

findings' appear to be confounded and_ without ank' controls -questions

concerning validity are raised..

The case study is 'a better tool for producing hypotheses than for

sting them. Once identified, the hypotheses can be inbmitted to
rigorous testing much in the way that Piaget is insights were tesed.-

A nuMber of Potential - hypotheses hive been generated frOM this-study

and it will be interesting, to discover whether the next phases. 0
research will include hypotheses testing. Stewart states thatthe study
is the itial phase of a broader research project, but he does not

indicate how the results will be utilized and which- directions additional

research will take. The nmission leaves many questions unanswered.



, . _

e- e research focuses orrseme significant:issuet, the method-

010e-1-Iliad-Is net ,ieyp usually found Inscience_education-researcW

jOurnalS'.. .The Paper causot'and thouldhot be_ critiqued using the

forcriteria- eriMentalstudies.%-lThis-report-was directed-to the-

classroom' ACher rdther than the researcher and as such is_very
,

nformativ researcher's perspective though, it is less_

-informatiVet In addition to the -'uncertainty about how this fits-:in

to bl'eader research projects and future research directions, there are

also Sete unanswered questions about-procedures.

Case studies_inherently suffer from 'Sampling problems and subsequent

generalizations. Tor this study, fourteen students were selected for

interviews but no reasons for the basis of selection were given. -How

was the number determined? Were subjects randomly 'selected or were

to_ _they chosen,-..because of their ability solve probl_

information about procedures, valid decisions regarding the research

cannot be reached

-The - -study. Serves___Itd_ purpose-mss- a- report- to- teachers and provide
a rationale, for exper entai researchers. A few -explanatory paragr

-regarding-the research- sign would Make the'study mere.Useful-to

researchers. Although perhaps it is unfair -to expect a dingle paper

to address two audiences with rather widely divergent needs an

interests. From a research point of view, it seems that the next

steps are to identify hypotheses that will be subjected to experimental

problem solving. Stewart has begun a crucial first Step and it is

hoped the next phases of the research will be as fruitful.
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This study examined the effects of pctorial presentation-and a

pictorial review task on the acquisition concepts relatedto__

electrochemistry.

Although several studies have demonitrated that the presentation

of piCtures before or during a learning session facilitates concept

acquisition (Holliday, 1975; Weisberg,' 1971)., the relative effectiveness

of pictorial and verbal learning strategies remains in doubt. "The.
, .

effect.lof pictorial presentation on.science-learning has not been

tested under conditions in which a. verbal strategy was also manipulated._'_- --- . .

1.

n and Procedures

Two experiments were cOnducted. In the.11,12s.LTIL,' OS

Undergraduate students who enrolled in an introductory psychology

course were randomly-assigned to foUr treatment :groupk:

1). Pictorial lesSon/Pictorial review

2) Pictorial lesson/No review.

3) Verbal lesson/Pictorial review

4) Verbal lesson/No review



Each groUp was taught 14 concepts of electrochemistry relevant to

a simple primary cell- ( battery") .- Both the -pictorial- and the verbal

lesson were presented by- computer - assisted instruction; The concepts

eg. electrolyte, anode/cathode, oxidation/reduction were introduced

by written description-. In the pictorial lesson_the description was

followed by an interactive graphics elaboration of the concepts; in

the verbal lesson the description -was followed., by an equivalent verbal

elaboration. In both lessons 20 questions were inserted at strategic

points which required students to respond by typing answers. L7ssons
required- about -30 minutes of student time.

After the lesson, half of the students engaged in a pictorial

_review task whiCh required the learner to interact 'with the display in

order to create a-working model of a- battery.. The remaining students
, _

-review)---spent-an---equivelent-amount-tif tits&-(about 30 minutes) in

omputer game play.

Differences among treatment groups with respect to prior knowledge

and spatial ability were assessed and found to be nonsignificant.' Two

posttests were administered to- measure student learning: (1) a verbal

test-composed of multiple-choice, true/false, and matching items
representing. Bloom's Knowledge, Comprehension and Applicatlon levels

of cognitive difficulty, and (2) a pletc)plal_ test which'assessed

recognition of the names, characteristics and functions of nine

battery parts. An attitude inventory consisting of five 'bipolar

adjective scales was also a.ftinidtered to assess impact of the

instructional treatmentsThe authors state that-a 2'x 2 factorial

design was used to investigate the effects, of lessons (pictorial

vs. verbil) and review strategies pictorial vs none) on Concept

learning.

The authors suggest one problem with the experimenta'designr

" time was inadequately controlled since learners in the review

condition spent more time with the lesson concepts than did learners in

control condition." To better equate time-on-task, a second experi-

was condu ted.

the



In -the Apacand: eriment 50:stUdents were randomly assigne

two treatment groups. Ond_group received-the'verbal lesson followed

-by therrictorial:review- The-other_greUp_received_the same-verbal_

esson followed_by a rd-read of the verbal.lesson;-

;Verbal lesson/Pictorial-review,

Verbal,leesen/Re-reed.-7

111e= effect dequalize the exposure time to the material.

Students were administered tiwsaMe attitudeinventory, the pictoriat

estiand-dn expanded version o the verbal test'

Results oUthe-first-experiment-show::

No differences among treatment group On the verbal. test.:

2) Differences (F p.05)'atong treatment groupie en the, : 3,92
pictorial test. Pairwisecomparisons revealed. that: students_in

_

the Pictorial lesson/PictoriaI review grouprecognized more

Verbal lesson/Nereviewgroup.

_otheepairwise comparisons,Wdre,eignificant.

No differences-among ;treatment groups on:the attitude inventory..

4) No relationshipsbetween spatial ability and attitude:but

mild:relationships between spatlal:abilitY and scores on'the

verbal c0.33, P.05) and pictorial (4-0.24, p-0) tests.

Results of the second experiment show:

No differences anion .treatment groups:on the verbal test.

Differences: (t4e2.20, p<.05) among treatment groups

pictorial tettfaVering:those who used the pictorial

strategy

.:Differences (t48 .31, p.05) among treatment groups on the

attitude inventory favoring those in the pictorial review

on the

review



Interpretations-

The authors conclude that "... a weal- effect favoring the

pictorial (lesson) on a picture recognition test but not a verbal test"

.was fourid-and that similar results were observed in respect to e

Pictorial _review strategy. They go on to say that "...the educational

significance'of strategies that raise fest performance only a few

points is questionable." Finally, they speculate that "...the weak

resulte%observed in theae-studies:miN have resulted because the

pictorial atrateglOs were:comparedt0 other- /
-L____,,-

eg..-inserted questions and Verbal-review).

facilitative strategies"

RACTOR'

This study is part of a growing bodyof research

ST,

:he effects

of pictorial learning strategies in diverse subject areas g. Holliday,

1975; Lesgold et al., 1975). Several cif theee studies have shown that

picturesigignificantly enhance learning f complex'concLpts. Other

studies Onownen & Cunningham, 1975) have shown however that verbal,

strategies ,such as inserted q:uestions are as effective as pictures.

The authors attempted to further understanding in_the field by comparing

the combined effectp of pictorial and verbal strategies with verbal

strategies alone.

Although the stn.dy, was well-conceived and the effort worthwhile,

several design-and-anilysis problems detracted from its value. The

most significant problem appears to be an attempt to,"juggle" too many
- -

variables at the same time without adequate control.

One might ask, for example:

1) Why were two separate experiments nedessark? Shouldn't the

..authors have anticipated the. lack of control in the first

experiment and adjusted their design accordingly?

Why were one-way ANOVAs used throughout when the authors clearly

-state that a 2 x 2 factorial design was employed? Shouldn't

we be.concerned about.the main effects (lessons and review

strategies )-as well as the possible interactions?



'Would..__
a - actorial design eve beenim re appropriate?

-eg. leasons (pietorial;- verbal) x-2 verbal strategies

(inserted _questions present; absent __-_ 3 review asks

ictorial;:i re -read, control)
_ . .

.Whey were no ta -on ,reliability d .validity,y,. of measurement

straments: provided?

general the written report was adequate. Descriptions of. the

experimental. tr atments, procedures and results were clear

and unambiguous. However, an _explicit statement of the research

hypotheses would have added to the' clarity of the report.

The discussion sections were well written. ,The authors considered

their own results in light of previous .research, pointing out where

their findings supported and differed from thtise of earlier workers.

In

subject

One methodological contribution, of the study was the interactive

use of the computer to administer treatments and' the on-line collection

&test data.- -This----approach--reduces-the-variability- inherent in

xperimental_study in which the investigator must interact with

subjects.

One of the marks of a mature discipline is the extent to which -

research grows out of and contributes to a theoretical matrix. Recent

work ip science education has been rooted in the assertions of Ausubel,

Gagne, and Piaget, to name just a few influential advocates.

In a closely related paper published in another jourrial, the

authors describe several-broader lines uf theory and research which bear

on the issue of pictorial learning strategies (Rigney & Lutz, 1976).

An example is Paivials (1971) work on mental imagery. Why were these

elements omitted from the present paper? While the authors did an

admirable job of relating their work to earlier work on pictorial learning

per se, they may have missed an opportunity to relate their findings to

the broader and largely theoretical issues of nonverbal learning in
general.

Future re earch efforts might profitably focus on the QUALITY of

concepts acquired as a result of pictorial and verbal learning strategies.



The growing acceptability of naturalisti modes nquiry elch, 1983acceptability
... __._ .d idiographic modes of assessment (Driv Easley, 1978) may: encourage

research efforts which-aim atLKILillg coaceptual outcomes.. Rather
. _

than comparing scores. on_multiple-choice tests, these studies would emplo

qualitative approaches (eg nterviews , essays, observation) to uncover

"naive concepts': (Resnik, 19.8.3 'alternative interpretations"

prior to and following instruction. How, for exa6ple, might students'

primary cell differ when exposed to pict?rial and verbalconcepts-o

instruction?

_
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L. Bowman, and G. W. Mullins. "Evaluating
f a.-Community Resource: The Zoo." Journal

Education, 13(4): 19-26, 1982.

amended abstract 'and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. byLowell J. Bethel, The University- of Texas at Austin.

The purpose -of the study was to_inVestigate the effects of a
_udent fialdtrip to. a community zoo. The primary focUs was enViron7

mental education. through the use of the zoo. Rese'aich queations inveSti-
gated were: Pirst, do students n a significant amount of x:zildlifS
nformation as a result of the zoo field- trip? Second, what are the

teacher's objectives for the zoo field trip? Third, 'what are the
differences between the-teachers who do and do .not integrate a zoo
ield trip into classroom teaching?

The investigators cite many-references from the research-literature.

Primarily, the concern is to further the objectives of environmental
education. Specifically, .they feel that zoos -may be-an excellent

means for teaching children about the environment. They go on to point
out that little is known about the effectiveness of zoo education
programs. In addition, little, is known about the effectiveness.of
pre and poattrip planning as well as the extent- which zoo----fiele
trips meet objectives of the local school, curriculum.



Research Design and Procedure

e- investigators , employed= a modified_ pretestposttest- design

to answer the -researph questions identified above._ The factors -were

knowledge of wildlife gained from the zoo field trip by the students,

teachers objectives _for participating, teachers' perception of the

zoo's role in field-tripS, And- teacher Preparation before and after

field trip.,:
-Are-

The Investigators looked at various components of -this study also.

They looked at the function of the study zoo as well as the docents'

the

tour for students, the 'docent- program, nd training manual used-b

the dotents.

Teachers participating in the: stud were qnestioned as to the

reasons for conducting the zoo field trip using a LIkert response

scale. The_ purpose was to answer these questions :__

lihat if any, were the teacher's objectives

the school zoo field trip?

conducting

-Did the teacher perceiye the zoo's role i

zoo field trip to be educational?

e-
How satisfied was the teacher with the sehoo

To determine-the amount of preparation undertaken by the teachers

of postttip follow -up activities.

-The survey was designed to answer the followibg questions:,

at4 'if any, -preparatory activities- did the teache

prier -to- the zoo field -trip?

[hat,' if Any, follow-up eCtivities did the teacher conduct.

after the:schoca Zoo field trip?

for the zoo field trip and the amount

The sample consisted of 6, fourth, ifth, and. sixth grade students

from the same school. To protect against pretest sensitization,

one,half of the students were administered a placebo preterit while the

other halflreceiVed the wildlife pretest to measure Wildlife knowledge

prior to taking the zoo field trip.



I- tudents ,7:69).-=-_then- participated!in a. -'one and one-half-hour
= -

which was the treatment. The purpose of the study was,
. _

ned to -ail :docents So: that ;the= exact guided = tours-were-given-.

e-students (two study. grouPs). wildlife posttest was

,nistered-to all .students,the-tiext day after the' ton field trip.

Sixty-steacherawhe had-zonducted- zoo field trips- within the past

year ere-selected frOm zoo records They were.randoly selected from

e ords to ,participate in the study. lk total of 46 self-administered

teacher queifionnaires (77%) were returned.
I

The students' questionnaire was based on a survey of science

is (grades 3-6) available to students and the =zoo's edncati4nal
Iprogram. The wildlife -test was based on concepts: identification', .--

food habits, and animal habitats. The first pari of th.teSt was _

divided into thfree sections entitled, "Who dm I?", "What do I eat?",

and "Where do I liver- Questions were_of a matching type.

n addition, content questions on food chains, wildlife ecology,

and wildlife habits were asked. Questions ascertaining student's°

perception-of the trip were included.

The investigators reported measures of

Pearsen-product moment correlations for_the

both independent and paired samples were used

used for all tests was 0.05.

central tendency and

teacher survey. T-tests f:

Level of significance'

FindinKs

The following results were rep

StUdent Learning

1) There was no significant /difference between the means of the

posttests.in either-0x° or qtoup 2' using he t7test-for

'independent samples.

2) There were no pretes ensitization effects.

) :Using the t-test for aired' samples, pre aid posttest mean

adores within eutigro revealed significant differences in

all tests except a_ WI



=-
Teat dr Objectives

:1 Over96% the teacher agreed or strdtglY Agreed that zoo

field trips were educational and not recreational.
2) Ninety-seven percent agreed or strongly agreed that students

should have fun on the zoo field tip.-
Over 73% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that they

selected a zoo field trip for educational reasons.

About 91% reported thatetudents enjoy classroom wildlife

topics more,due ,to zoo field trips.

About 63% disagreed or strongly disagreed that the main reason

field trips are attractive-to students Was that they get to

leave the classroom.

Positive correlations were found-to-exist between ob

that indicate zoo field "trips be educational and statements

thatindicate satisfaction.

7) Positive correlation exists between spondents who go to the

zoo, have set educational objectives, and have those objectives
met._- _

Negative correlations exist between those statements- that

indicate lack of control due to novelty of the setting,

inability to set objectives, student perception of the field

trip as fun time or that-learning does not occur, and

statements that indicate satisfaction with the field trip

or that the purpobe of the field-trip is edutational.

= 9) Respondent-a faVored the expansion of the:zoo's educational rol

with respect to the zoo field trip.

10) All respondents conducted some type of pretrip =ac

posttrip activity.

respondenta'intorporate the ZGOTIeld trip -into

curriculum.



nte- retations_

The following- conclusions follow frau this study: .

1) Learning,- as-defined IA this study, did occur.

2)- Students:were_motivated to learn about zoo animals. _

3Y- Teachers perceive that these zoo field-trip-experiences are

educational and, establish objectives to guide the-experiences.
4) A strong relation exist8 between goal attainment by the elasS

and- theteacher!s deblre for future Stich trips-,

Themajeritypfteachers utilize'bOthpre- and posttrlp

-ties'to prepare or and reinforce the experience!'
_

The. teachers desire an expanded role for zoo education

-serVieea---- _

ANSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The questions inveStigated'in this study are important to teachers

because of the emphasis placed on field trips and field trips to the
zoo in particular. Little is known about their effectiveness or what

specifitallyabout them may enhance cognitive growth.- This is one of

a. few that begins to undertake this vexingquestion and sheds some
light on it It now remains for future investigators to begin to

-
...study some of the questions raised in thestudy_asstudy-some of the
-factors which were not studied.

It-was not surprising that learning did occuras a result of the

treatment (ism field trip). This is to be expected. That it was

significant in so short a period (115 hours) Is not expected. A post

posttest given at'a later time (4-8 weeks) would determine the degree of
retention of the concepts learned. This would answer the questions of -

-"how much" and-"for'howleng.:"

It would have been heWul to halleCemparedthe experimental group--

ll.01-a.control,group Since students use the same texts that emphasize

the same content as the zoo's educational program, it is hard to



determine causality here. This would have certainly strengthened the

design and eliminated competing hypotheses.-

There were some other methodological_considerations. or instance,

it is-not clear how the students were selected for the_study. In

addition, information is incomplete as 'to the number of female students

to the sample or any 'other discriptivedata. This would certainly-

be helpful for replication purposes. It is never made clear why fourth

and fifth graders were-compared to fifth and sixth graders. ,This'

certainly might haVe some effect on-the results.

The prevention of pretest sensitization was certainly a plus in

he study's design. It is never made cleat, whether the-instructbrs of

the twO groups were part of the teacher sample. Follow-up procedures

are not mentioned in the paper.

No validity or reliability' data are reported for the test given

r the students' wildlife test. This should have been reported or
e.

determined because it is necessary for asce4aining the strength and

value of the instrument. This is absoletely critical to the results

of the study here. _ _

As the investigators point out, all of the factors studied may

contribute:to_atudent learning and metivation- But because-of-the focus

and research design it is imposslble,to construct a causal model for

evaluation. Because of-the nature of the problem there are certain

methodological considerations. Examples- are combining different factors
,.-

Of'the zoo trip into a set of teasures. There appears to be no

instrumente-available to measure these separately. Certainly the

random selection-of students as well as assignment to different groups

Including a-control is a real problem here.

While there are- s arch end design prOblets t -be worked out in

future studies, the_present results' do, reveal that field trips to a,

. community zoo enhance -student learning about Wildlife and -the environ

ment. It bias helped to define the role of teachers and zoos in relation

educationally oriented' field trips, and-certainly field trips to such

community resources such as zoos and effective learning sites for

environmental education. The findings have modest value, but further

work is needed to isolate the factors in field trips that directly con-
--

tribute to learning and cognitive development.
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Expanded abstract and analysis/prepared especially for I. ,E . by
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bj.EpLI s e

The purpose of this study was to develop, validate, and use the
Cognitive Biological Concept Assessment Instrument (CBCAI).

is

Ball State University, -Muncie, Indiana, has three iedUrses Which-

emphasize human geneties with bioethieal decision makIng: -Human

Genetics and the Problems of- Humankind ; Bioethical Deeision-Making; and
_

the freshman honors Sympotium in- Human Genetics andBioethleal Decision
king. ,Students- from different -backgrounds who enroll:in these courses

have various leVels df understanding of the- biologies': terms and
- .

concepts used in the courses. The, instructors_ want to determine .the
initial levels_of_understanding in order-to-become-more-effective in
helping students attain, desired_ concept levels4

Articles, in newspapers, and magazines Often' i Correctly or
inad69ate _y describe- concepts of many' biological and bipethical

-terms. St dents at, the beginning of the courses -may. interpret t,he

meaning o terms differently from their instructors. Preassessment
E- the students' concepts Is-esbential:te meet the' needs
--th respect to- the educational objectives of the course
1974; Park, 1971; Si1ber,,1974)

of the

eisert,



-

Researely-Design- and;Brodedure

The goal of-the study involved developing an instrument for
,

measuring the-levels Of students'%boderstanding of certain biological

terms used -in bioethica courses or social biology courses. The design
- --

of the study Was the one -shot case study without reference to other

studies or control groups. Nevertheless, the procedures used were

appropriate for determining the reliability, validity and some no

of the instrument. Reliability was established by test-retest method

(Thorndike & Hagen, 1969). Face validity fotthe Items in the

instrument was established by a panel of experts.

Popular magazines-MICR Ps Time and-Newsweek provided aver fifty

articles using concepts and terms -of the bioAhies courses. From these

articles 50 biological and bioethical terms were compiled that are also

used in the-objectives of the courses. Definitions of the 50 terms

were taken from books ranging from blological dictionaries to advanced

genetic textbooks. Each term had three definitions at different levels

of Bloom cognitive domaln(1956).: (1) a simpiXe definition requiring

only some knowledge, , memorization; (2) a llefinition showing

comprehension; and (3) a definition involving abstractions, e.g.,

application or analysis. -

Theresearchershypothesized that-individuals -of different

educational and experiential backgrounds would select definitions

corresponding to their educational attainments. To test this

hypothesis, the researchers selected three samples of different

biological educational, levels: (1) 38 high - school. sophomores and juniors

enrolled in AcademiaBiology for the 1978-79 school.year at Paul Harding

High School, Ft. WayneInftiana; (2) 12 college freshmen enrolled in

Bio l' during the spring` quarter of-the 1978779 School year at-Ball

State Tjniversity;. and ( ) 9 high- school_ life-science teachers from .

various high schools thr ghout-the state who had participated in a =- 4

four- k NSF project :amen 'Genetics and Bioethical Decision-
_

for-Secondary-Stheol:Biology Teachers-.", -Each-sample completed

the instrument before instruction in basic genetics human genetics,

and/or bioethics.



--

The_50-terms were diviC _Into five-major grO4s: 72 terms

"Mendelian genetes"4---(2)-12_,terms-in,NiMarvrgenetice; 6=termsdn-

"philosophy and ethics" _-(4) -5 terms in "repredUctive physiology";(and

(5)- 4 terms in "human-behavioral centrol." The results:were reported

_iathese five categories._

Findings"

Generally for all categoriee,..the teachers_used the "don't

responseless-freqUently thaneithergroup ofistudentsi ::There were

trends for the teachers toelecthigher_Ieveist)f-condePtual under-- :

s6anding than either group-of students. The college freshmen tended

to select' higher-levels of understanding than the high- school student.:

know"

Interpretations

The instrument can be used to `identify .the terms which are

unfamiliar to the students... For example, all of the high-school

students chose the "don't know" response for the term "Hardy-Weinberg

Equilibelum" while only 412 of these students selected "don't know"

for the term "sex linkage." Teachers can use the iinformation to, give

much class time to-the-"HardY-Weinberg Ecidilibrium" and more individual

ized assignments for "sex linkage."

The CB if demonstrates the student's level of cognitive=development

for-understanding specific terms. For example, 45% of high-school
.

stud* ents identified the lowest concept level- te ponse for "abortion" as

closest to their own definition; 29% of these students selected the

highest concept level responde for the same term. The data on.teachers

show a reversal of the.gtudents'-percentages. Fifty-nine percent of

the teachers chose the highest concept level response for "aborlon"

le on r 26% had the lowest concept level. A recognition of such

di feren es is helpful for improving Instruction on terms that are .

variously understood.



Wien the CBCAI is used again at the-end of instruction, the

teacherscan assess the effectiveness of the instruction to_raise

the concept levels of the students. Nevertheless, the researchers

-explain that the. CBCAI can be used successfully only when the respondents

understand and follow the instructions given at the-beginning of the

instrilment. Failure at-following these directions dishonest

responding completely invalidates the results.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The CBCAI is designed for formative evaluation. -Henson 1981)

defines formative evaluation as the designing and using of tests for

one specific purpose: -to promote learning. The results of such tests .

are not used in determining students' grades. Throughout the history-

American school few teachers have used fortativeevaluations'

r(Henson,,19_01),___
,

BeeauSe teachers have used tests almost exclusively, for determining

student grades, St.udentawillneed'very_explicit directions -to accept:

the dIreetiong of the CBCAL They can' easily Misiriterpret the:Instrument-
_

as designed fOr sttnative evaluation and easily-Obtain high scores -by

dishonestly responding, by-selegting the more abstract definitions,

although they do not correspond to the students!:own.definitiong

Students can more easily'accept the goal of formative evaluation when

the:instrument is clearly presenting attitudinal scales.

There Is increasing interest in providing fornatiye evaluation

because-teachers and textbook authors want.to improve their skills in

assisting with, concept formation. Minstrell (1982) predicts that

--conceptual development research will become a Aajor'factorin the

developtent-of:putriculum and instruction for the 1980's. In recent

years Piagetlan studies have attempted to describe the need for more

sequential:presentation of concepts. Basting (1969) Observed that the

notion of concept sequence has-seldom been:appropriately studied in the

instructional setting -of school classroons using thenew curricuIUM

ventures.' An excellent exatple of the needed research- Was' "Conceptual,

Developmentliesearchin the Natural Setting of a.Secondary School

52



Science Classrocie by James-Hinstrell (1982). -His naturalistic project
_

obtained results-Similar pto-those-incorperating clinicalrocedures'at

a university (McDermott,---1982). -These recent studies:_demonstrate_

that students come to classreomswith TreConceived-concepts. To be-_

more effective; teachers must knew more about-their students'-preceurse
1

conceptions-and then base theirinstruction op.the learners' needs.

If their pretourse conceptions are ignored,stUdents maynever accept
_

a new organization_of their concepts in any meaningful way.

Jlost of the studies on scientific concept formation-have-been

emphasizing mathematicsor-the-physical:scienceshe.CBCAI-Seeks to
-

determine levels of concept formation for biological and bidethical-

terms._ Coricepts__of_bioethics seem _to= invelifejmany-problems,stemming =-

from the cultural or religious backgrounds of the students. VelOes

clarification for bioethical concepts is described in many-Published

books and articles. The CBCAI is relatively unique in dealing with

cognitive-concept- formation Of biciethical terms.

The-May-1981,---i-ssue of The American TIClo- eacher pUblished the

study on CBCAI by Mertens and Baumgartner. More recently in*

this same. journal Merteds and-Hendrix have provided-Additional articles

-on the-teaching of bioethics. In March, 1982, they provided a

"Bioethical, Value-Clarifying, Decision-Making Model." This Article

focused on the personal use or application of-biological knowledge.
-

In January, 1983; barman and Hendrix presented "Exploring Bioethical

issues. An instructional Model." This article includes many practical

examples employing the "Bioethical,"Value-Clarifying, Decision Makin

Model." The American Biology Teacher has also published articles by

other university instructors describing their teaching of bioethics,

g., "Teaching Bioethics from an Interdisciplinary Perspective" by

Singleton and Brock (1982).

Relatively few precollege biology- teachers are considering bioethics

in their classroom discussions. Kieffer (1980) describes the opposition

teaching bioethical issues and argues in favor of presenting these

issues.- Yager (1982) observes that secondary-school biology teachers

have made academic preparation almost the only goal of instruction



although Project Synthesis-advocates including: the following goals:

"decision making Involving biological knowledge in biosocial conte ts;

value, ethical and, moral considerations of biosocia dl problems an
.

issues." If the recommendations of Project Synthesis are accepted, the

the CBCAI may become a helpful instrument at the precollege level as

well as the collegiate level of biology inetruction.

Barnum, C. 7 and
Instructional Model." The American Biology Teacher, 45(1):
23-31 1983
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This study was performed to determine to whatextent undergraduate

students, recent graduate, and practicing scientists agree in their

ratings of 22 , selected aims for Undergraduate laboratory pregrams in

biology,: alemIstry and physics. In addition, for the undergraduate

group, ---comiparieon was made between the undergraduates rating:Of the

"preferred" Importance of each aim and its "observed" importance in

the laboratory .eourse.-.

Rationale

In recent years greater emphasis has been placed upon thb explicit

statement of course objectives or aims. Students can examine stated

aims to determine if a particular course can meet 'their needs. Thus,

the determination of course aims, the'rationale for their determination,

and who makes the determination is important. Since laboratory work

consumes a large proportion of the students'-time and is expensive to'

the institution, the determination cf laboratory aims assumes even

greater importance. The determination of laboratory aims can be bade

more realistically if-the views of graduates and practicing scientists

4.re c9nsidered as well as the views Of-undergraduates and teaching ztaf

59.-
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search Design and ProCedure

The instrument used in the' investigation was a 22-item quest-ion-

naire basetLupon a slvillar questionnaire used by one of e authors-

gaud) in a previons'inveStigati n. Respondents were asked to rate

each item -o a- numerical -.scale .-of 1

to h

to according to its importance.

uminstrent was nistered 'ree different groups:

Students currently taking- ro

n

lergraduate courses in biology,

chemistry, td physics. at the-Ilesthrn Australia institute

f Technol N 7 151)

Past graduates of the same courses at the Institute. (N = 115).

Practicing scientists in Western Australia.. (N 307).

Each of these major groups was divided into subgroups of biology,

chethistry, and physics. The practicing scientists were also- divided

into subgroups corresponding to their areas

=

employment consisting of-

research and _developttient , management , quality control-and-analysis,

and teaching at the secondary_and tertiary levels. The undergraduate

group was asked to rate each aim twice,. -in terms of its observed.

-importance, in the course they were taking,
preferred importance.

. -

The two major questions

were.

1) Which aim are considered to be, of greatest and least importance?

2) Are there any differences 'between the ratings given by. the

subgroups of the sample?

and in terms of its

be answered by analysis of ,the data

The data were analir'zed by means of tables and graphs. Tables

were constructed show1-1 she five laboratory aims-ranked highest by

each of the major groups and the five laboratory aims, ranked lowest.

:Four scattergrams were constructed. They displayed:

1) the percentage of tertiary-level teachers and o s udents

rating different laboratory aims as important.

a comparison of the students' up-referred" rankin

'iobservedU ranking of different aims.
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comparison of the rank orders given different- labotato

by practicing' scientists and by past graduates.

a comparison-of-the rank orders given to d erent -laboratory__

aims by-practicing stientista.and by undergraduate-students.
_ -

F'itings

The findings can be suMmarized as

1) There was close dgreement between the glc ups of students,

graduates, and practicing scientists on the five laboratory

aims-rankdd-highSst ind lowest. The graduates and practicing

scientists' ranked exactly the same aims among the five

-highest and exactly the Same aims among the five lower

The student group ranked tbree aims in common with the other

groups among-the five hightast, and three

among the fiVrelowest.-

Aims-that were related to Educational

"To, fllustrate:material-taught in:the

be.of more importanceby the students

pifferences:occurred.' betWeen the students' ranking of the

"preferred" and "observed"±importance of aims. GeneraIlY-the-=

mean importance of any aim was ranked higher on the preferred,

scale.

.There were- ncraignificant differences in ranking& between the

aims- in common

praaice

lectures'

scientists.

were considered

than by the practicing

subgroups Of practicing scientists and the total sample.

Inter etatibns

The authors' ,conclusions can be summarizedas:

1) PiactiCing scientist tirecent graduates agree on the-most,

.important and least important aims of laboratory work.,They..

-view the laboratory in pragmatic terms emphasizing prattical

:skills, use of equi tient; observation, interpretation,of data,

and critical think
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Students-mainly chagreewit the recent graduates and -pra.ctiding

scientists `but view with greater --imortance- the'laboratory-ae- .

theory an and-.o lustratinga means of integrating

what is taught in iec'tures.
The importance placed the practical skills acqUired

_

laboratory course by all groups .auggests that,' in some

the laboratory worlocan stand on its own.

If laberatory and lecture are be linked- together,
links should b. explicit.

Students-have some perceptions of laboratOry work that differ

om -perceptions of.-their future employers. The relationship

between_ laboratory_ _aims _to ,future employment."--could-he

morn explicit.

then the

e dialogue between teachers and practitioners

more ratTonal -determination of laboratory aims.

ABSTRACTOR' ANALYST

The authors indicate that this study is

y allow

part of a larger study

involving undergraduate laboratory teaching. Many readers will have

difficulty locating some of the references to the larger study that are

cited and a brief discussion of the relationship of this study to the

larger study would help place this study in perspective.

The instrument used in this ,study was a 22-item questionnaire

originally developed for use in a first year physics laboratory course.

The use of the instrument is extended in this-study to include courses

in biology and chemistry. Would the aims be different if° the list had

originally been developed for, say, a bioldgy course.? The assumption

is made in this study that the aims are discipline independent. The

aims are of a general nature, and the assumptiOn may be valid, but

I would prefer that the authors justify it

The sample used in the stuay consisted of students currently

enrolled, past graduate, and practicing scientists. The report does

not specify how the past graduates and practicing scientists were chosen.



Were all practicing scient sts in Western Australia invited to,-respond?,

The report would be improved by making more explicit how: the sample was

chosen.

Two other questions elated to the sample are related to the

implications of the study and the` generalizability of the results.

They are:

1) How many students currently enrolled, or how likely is it-

that a student currently enrolled,- will enter the ranks of

practicing scientists? here any infOrmation about the

future plans of these students'? How -the current

students. will graduate from the inst e?

The authors' statement, "There was a small overlap id the

sample of Institute graduates who were also found in, the

practicing scientists group", seems to indfcate that few of

the Institute's graduates actually become practicing scientists

least in Westeyn Australia). This bears on the. :authors!

s ated-implieation, "...students have-- some perceptions and
xpectations of laboratory work which are -not shared by their

It is not clear who those

future employers and colleagues are.

The analysis of the data in tabular -form and by scattergram is

appropriate-to the natureofthe-data-and clearly presented. It would

help, however, if statements about the data such ast*"not sufficient"

and "diverged significantly" were accompanied by criteria for such

judgements.

In discussing the implications of the study, the -authors have

generally based their implicaticrns on the data obtained. '.In a few

instances, they have- speculated on possible reasons for., the differences-

in some rankings of aims between the student group and the' graduates

and practicing science groups. 'While such factors as experieflce an&

familiarity_ with the work place may have an influence on the difference

in responses, it mat
tion and past history

-v study cannot justify ny reasons for differences in the data between

groups.

be pointed out that other :factors, such as mature-
-,

could also have an influence. In any event, the



.

The 'study adds- the opinion of graduates-and pradticing- scientists, on;

laboratoW the more usually surveyed-opinions-I of undergraduates,
students, _and teaching::staff.-- As sudh, it adds another -dimension -to
the Consideration of aims in laboratory course design. Continued study -

, .

in this area might identify variables underlying -the differences-between
groups.
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Descript9rS7-*Asedemic%AchieVement; Biology;. *College Science;
Higher Education; *Individual Differefices;
nstruction; Science Education; *Science Instruction

E ended_ g tract-and analysis prePa especially -I.S. by David
onR. Stevens, Nova
*

pose

The researcherlundertook a descriptiVe end long {tudinal study to

ore -thereletielnahiPa---a4fig -IQ-end r eading scores as correlates' to

achievement, ISCS learning relationships, over time, and student ability

to understand how well they have learned concepts.'

tiofle

Approximately 4800students in a middle to. .upper middle class

suburban Philadelphia school- system were enrolled in Level -1/0- the

Intermediate ScienEe Curriculum Study -(ISCS) program over the five-y-6er

period 197071975. The _syStem had a committed science co- ordinator.

Teachers received a_summer workshop prior_tol_implementation,__and--in-

service days -during the first year for ISCS.

R e se a r_ ch Loc_

Date .collected for the study -included Otis-Lennon .Mental Ability
Test cores ), sex, Stanford Achievement Test scores (reading

ability), number of chapters' for which 70% or better was achieved on the

chapter test number of excursions successfully completed (at 70% level

on tests), pre- acid post-test scores .on the ISCS-based 'Level 1

examination, an index (plow You 4now) of. student awareness o readiness

for tests, and's-Quality Index derived frOm results of tests based ,upon



The authors information about administration _ of the course- - t--- --
_provide

__---

-,within the school.- The self-Pacing nature of ISCS was accomodated through

__ levels_ for_course - credit; with quantity variations rheiween_-_levels;- TheH--
_

extent,-to _which there were statistical effeets is noted- below.i
- .-

DateNere analyzed using descriptive statistical techniques and -r-
-

-:- _

..- correlations:- Means, standard- deviations and ranges were calculated on
-1_

e cacu
eight variables. X was used for correlational comparisons. In addition,

subj=ects- were-were compared on the basis of levels for= course credit, and in,

=groups according to Sex.

Rindan -s

searchers found no difference over the years in academic

potential lOr sUentific- knowledge; I.Q. and reading scores were

consistently -_on standard deviation above general norms; quality of

Work-remained constant while quantity increased because of altered-
e

cdrirae- requirements, and the KnoW-You -Knew -Index-row-during the- study
: -_-

, ,

p al diffe were_were_ found_ in qualitative measures of achievement

among the course credit levels although the:percentage _of students- opting

for the: highest, level_ almost doubled. Within the course credit_ levels

the-`researchers -found bimodality for both sexes, but with minimal
-.

differences in achievement by sex.

- In correlation calculations -significant results were found.
=

Quantitative and qualitative measure of -achieveMent were found: to be.
2

correlated with IQ and reading ability to a X level of 0.001. the

same-. leyel of significance was found for duality of achievement from

_pre- and posf-teSt =scores as compared to amount of work completed.

,Reading ability was Tint significantly related to these variables.

'ABSTRACTOR'S 'TS TS

Descriptive studies are important to educaters.

they may be undramatic. The researchers found in this fiVe-year

that variables tended in straight line patterns -which produeed 1
-

At the same time,

study

mited:



significant change upbn which to:comment.
_

_Nonethelpse,= information,has_been-gained.

which hasconfirmed the effectiveness of system

leadership,:and training support for teachers.

the study are-gratuitous;

This in- :another study

commitment, administrative

Perhaps other gains from

Several questfons were asked by reSearchers in -the study, and are

,summarized in the second paragraph -of this abstract. IQ and reading

`ability-scores are highly correlated with achievement, both quantitatively

and qualitatively, 'ISCS learning relationships in this. study held over

time.. -Students were, able in the study.; to evaluate how well'they7

understood Concepts before they completed tests. These are findings

school systImm would be,pleased-to kno4 following careful implementation

f any program, especially one to whiCh substantial commitment haa been

made-



dames 11-and-Jennifet W.-Swift. "The Influence of-the:BSCS
Elementary,School-Selences-PrOgramon First - Grade - Students.'
Listening Skills."- Journal of,iReseardhAh-iScienceTeadhin-
485490,- 1986:

-DescriptorsElementary Education; *Elementary School Science e
Gradel;*Listening Skills; *Science Course Improvement
.Projects; *Science Curriculum; Sciende Education --- -

EXn4nded abS --ot and-analysis prepared especially for-I .S.E. by Steve
Tipps, Univer ty of Virginia.

The study was designed --to ascertain thesffect of BSCS-ESSP

-instruction-on-listening-skills-Offirst-grads-students.

listening score and three sUbscoresidentifiCatian,-,recall and.-

interpretationwere_compared with the student demographic variables Of

Age, gender, SES, and School experience to determinelfinteradtiOU among

variables existed.

A number of studies have shown a positive relationship. between,.

inquiry-oriented science instruction' -and reading/oral communication=

However, specific research

expands Previous efforti relating science and language into..-the-possible

,impact of inquiry techniques oh listening skills.

Research Design and Procedure

and

Four hundrecreighty-one first grade students participated Schools

classrooms were randomly selected. Twelve hands-on activities frem

BSCS-ESSP were selepted_as the treatment Selected actiyities about

concepts 'of sound included instructional strategies of discussion and

questioning .felt to encourage listening skills.- Teachers were-asked to

follow: the teachers' guide on a 'suggested schedule. -Participation in



BSCS-ESSP was, the independent variable. The Cooperative Primary Series
.

Listening Test (GPSLT) was used as the dependent menmitre for total
, .

listening performance and three subski_lls--identificatidn, recall, and
.

interpretation, A So 'onion Four-Group design was usedfor analysis.
Pre-test was 'used as .a covariate and past-test.as the criterion variable.

_

Regression .lines weremgenerated to demonstrate the relative gains made

by the experimental and control groups, 'Demographic variables considered

in additional analyses were age, gender, socioeconomic status, and

Prior knPeriences,in school.

Studentswhq scored above the mean on the pretest and who participated
n the BSCS7ESSP activities `'improved total listening performance and

on the recall listening subskill. 'Experimental students also scored above-

control' groups -on.'- the .interTretation Subskill;

Among 'experimental subjects, previous-school experience and higher

-S were related to- gains in total -listening 'scores. For all subjects,

p -aviaus experience in school and age were related to total listening
.

p formanee. The oldest and youngest children scored lower, on listening

did those from lower SES backgrounds. A Similar pattern of results

was found with, listening subskills. Gender was not a factor, however

age experience, and SES were.

etations

ticipation in activity oriented science with verbal interaction
was foun have a positive influence on listening with some first grade

students. Students who already had average or above listening skills

improved most. Students with prior experience in school settings

andrfrom higher SES backgrounds also scored higher in listening after
the science essons .

ese findings were corripared to others which also reported that

ening skills did not change fc t. lower SES subjects. However the
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inding that listening. was proved from some students consistent
th recommendations that science instruction facilitate communication

lls.

S TOR' S ANALYSIS

This study is a potitive contribution to validating the relationship

and importance of science in the primary curriculum. Science provides
.

activity and information for -children!s talking, writing, reading, and

listening. The practical importance of continued research in this area

is immense when the needs of young children for science are-eclipsed by
_ _

demands for aarrow oefinitions of literacy.

Organization of the study appears thorough and the analysis- is
appropriate Report of the study could have been improved with the

addition of some specific information. The sizes the expdtimental
groups and gcontrol oups were never stated. Actual test scores (means,

standard deviations), especially on the comparison of demographic

variables and subskills, would have helped the reader follow the

conclusions. Importance versus significance of the gains is an unanswered

question without some mean scores.

With respect' to treatment moaitoring of the actual conduct of

lessons was not reported. Whether the lessons were actually' taught.

_ _according to-the BSCS-ESSE program reflects on the conclusions. In -

addition,- analysis` by classroom might have been a useful a4junct to the

findings. Results based on different adherence to the lessons or differing

questioning/teaching strategies could be addressed.

An especially nagging issue is whether any or the classrooms

showed listening improvement for the below mean pre--tst subjects or

for' lower SES, no prior experience children Should the readers conclude

that inquiry science is not appropriate for these children? Such

questions need to be addressed in future research to follow the positive

findings of Mary Budd Rowe. The difficulty of these questions is the

implied evaluation of individual teachers.
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TN E PONSE TC0 THE: ANALYSTS OF

Goldsmith, "Readability -and-Filmstrip Selection in Scienee".
by John -Edwards._ -Ve .rations in ScieneelEducation 9 -(3)-:
6264, 1983.

Richard H. Goldsmith
ary'' College of Maryland

The author is happy that the abstractor found the .study to be an
-Interestingaddition:to theliterature on materials selection. This

worki.repreeented the first study onffilmsttip re dability

First-, in response to the abstractor's comments, T agree that the

design many s.filmstrips does not. lend itself to readability analysis.

As the:artiale7ziotea7,7this-approach T./Vika-only caith passages that can,

bet sated as-continuous reading materials. Concerning the comment that

capti ns are not meant to standalone, it must be noted that captions

heir accompanying pictures are- in a similar, categOry to many

texts where- a large number of pictures accompany a text. These

pictures provide context clues and may make a material easier. to

read. Readability. measures can be used in these cates if- one keeps
these points in miloL Follow-up studies ir&olving the Close procedure

would be a valuablefollow-up to- this study.

The use Of means reported with standard deviation is a legitimate
method for reporting data. Considering the size of each group and the

variety of reading_levels_involved,_the_alternative---of-giving--a-complete

list of all or nearly,all of the reading levels would be cumbersome.

Means provide a concise manner in which to summarize-the data. ,Thus.

the use of. means used with standard deviations is not counterproductive

but indicates the trends-and -Clearly points out the, average reading

levels- found in each group using each formula.

The reason to refer to -the percentage above minimum levels is not

to be hard on publishers- but to provide a value that is most useful to

teachers. A teacher's students may be reading- at several levels but

there is usually a minimum reading level at which many material at that

level or above can be read by the entire class. The teacher may be

more confident in, using filmstrips which are-at least -at this reading.,
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ing that-the-actual reading lever is abOVe-the,minimum
.

level class use-would allow the teacher time to decide-in advance-.

-either -to .avoid the - filmstrip or to prepare the classJor its use bY.

ing some of the techniques-mentioned in the_article. It ilOortant,

as suggested, that filmstrip producers give some attention to this areq

in advance; The abstractor s- overall positive attitud to the article

and-recommendations for follow-up studies are apprecIated. This article -,

by focusing-attention on this neglected area, was designed to'-promote

debate and discussion. It is hoped that it will provide_encOuragement for

more stlidies in this area



SIWRETG-THE,ANALYSIS:.W

Silberstein, °she' andPinches 17 -actorg Which Affect Students'
Attitudes Towards the Use of Living Animals in learning Biology."
by Constance M. Perry. Investi a in Science EducatIon 9(2):
7-40, 1983.

Pinches Tamir
The Hebrew University of erusalem

Our conclusion regarding the greater tendency of students to

agree, with sacrifice of animals for research -purposes.is not based on
the coMparison of the-results in Parts- Hand Psi-hut,-,xatheron:_the--,

direct responses to items in the_ questionnaire which are explicitly

-mentioned in Item 2- of the review.

It is true that..the article Complex. Yet, -, the relatively'

complex statistical.analyses which most teachers would not understand
Were necessary-uncover-Ow-information about-therelative effects
of different facters.

While-I,accept the suggestions :for further research,:i would
like to see acomparative study among students in'different countries
(Japan, U. .A'., Britain! Hungary, West Germany! China).



Kiely-Brocato h
Resource Use an
tions in Scienc

SFONSEJO THE ANALYSIS OF

e_ -7 -ASsessment of Visitor Attitudes Toward
Management." by Ronald D. Simpson. Investiga-
Education, 9(3):- 67-72,-1983.

The abitractor

report the basis o

Kathleen Kiely-Brocato
Land Resources Management BraUdh,7
S. Department of -the Interior

appropriately points out that the paper did not

hich the 44 items included in the attitude scat

were selected and eviewed. An explanation of the origin of these

attitude-items-is- n order, particularly since-the-formulation of the

items is also bas on Fishbein s theoretical framework. The methodology

is detailed in Ki y (1979) and the following-is from that dissertation.

According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), a per on may hold a large

number of beliefs about an object, but his attitude toward an object

is primarily determined by his salient beliefs about the object,
I

beliefs which staid out against all others. Since people may hold

different salienni beliefs and the number of salient beliefs may differ

from person-to-p rson, it is difficult to obtain a precise measure of

beliefs determining a given individual's attitude Psing a standard

attitude scale. 'However, an approximation can be made of modal salient

beliefs within algiven population. This can be accomplished by asking

sample of theipopulation in fTee response. The beliefs occurring-

with the greate?t are then considered modal salient beliefs

and form, the c of an attitude survey.

Research ci'n human attention and information processing indicates that

people can process only five to nine itemsibf information at a time

(Mandler 1967) It can be argued that a person's attitude toward any

given object i primarily determined by no more than five to nine

beliefs-about plat object, beliefs that are salient at' that temporal

point. In..1i ht of:this, it. seems reasonable-to assume that an overall

'attitude toward resource use, endrmanagetentmay best -be described as a

composite e consisting of attitudes toward various policies or
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.various components of e-resourcmanagement. view the Lane'letter

(1918), long range goals and objectives set down by Secretary of the

Interior Udall (1964), the Camnation of theYAdministrative Policies

National Parks and National ents of Scientific Significance,

=_Illatig2471LJI3ItmREE (1967) and consultation with National Park

Service personnel at Shenandoah. policies and actions under four major

topics were chosen for tude assessment: vegetation, wildlife,

fire, and backcountry.

Twenty-five open - ended questions were developed using subtopics

suggested by the chief k ranger. These items formed the cork the
qugstionnaire designe ermine what aspects of resource use and

management were-salient-to v itors= -This-was done-to avoid'creating

attitudes on the final question ire by asking questions abodt

policies or actions of no concern to park visitors.

Questionnaires were distributed to a ndhrandom sample of 100

Shenandoah National Park visitors in the Big Meadows campground during

the period of July 8 through July 15, 1977. Forty responses were also

obtained via collection boxes placed in Byrd and Dikey Ridge Visitor
Centers, and Skyland and Big Meadows Lodges.

A frequency,count of responses to each question formed the basis

a pretest questionnaire which contained items similar to the 44

attitude items used in the final survey, instrument. The pretest

was administered via a mail questionnaire, under conditions comparable

to those anti=cipated in the final study. In order to contact.partici-
av

pants, an information release form was presented to visitors as they

registered for campground, backcountry, or lodge use by park or con-
s.

cession personnel. Visitors were contacted on randomly selected

days at the following placed: Big Meadows and Matthews Arm Campgrounds,

Byrd and Dickey Ridge Visitor Centers, and Skyland'and Big Meadows
Lodges. Separate random samples of lodge, backcountry, and campground

users were drawn from the list of names obtained. Total sample size
was 150. Individual samples were indicative f the, population toward

which the final stu was directed.



More than 55 percent he questionnaires re- returned

response to ,the intial mailing and follow-up postcard.- Another 22

percent were returned after the second and third mailings. Over

90 percent of the questionnaires returned were compreted. As

requested, many respondents indicdted those items they found

difficult or, confusing and offered,useful suggestions considered

in final questionnaire design.

Thu pretest helped estimate cos variance of items, Subgrouping'

lodge, backcountry, lodge users) sample siies, and potential

problems for,tbe\linal version of the questionnaire. Several

open-ended questions were used to aid win final categorizations for

e items.

Individual items were scrutinized check for nonliesponse

Apdieated confusion. Only items exhibiting dis6riminability_

were retained in the final questionnaire. Elimination-was the

via t-tests comparing .attitude item sees of. the upper and lower

25 percent of the respondents,- in oVerall-attitUde scores

(Edwards 1957). Anslysesof variance suggested a- more' finely

tuned d-sealing procedure was heededf hence; thembdified matrix

technique was developed for use-in the final study.
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